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Alberto Burri (1915-1995)
Combustione (Combustion), 1968

Alberto Burri’s Combustione (Combustion), 1968 is a mature
example of one of the artist’s most renowned series, the
Plastiche. Burri had previously accrued international
recognition and accolades for his Sacchi series of burnt wood
and metal sheet compositions. His unorthodox and
inflammatory approach to painting became even more
pronounced in the Plastiche series—characterized by
stratifications of molten plastic, it testified to the triumph of
the personal and subversive.
With its alchemical ability to mutate and wound materials,
the flame is the defining feature of Combustione (Combustion)
and much of the artist’s oeuvre. Burri painted with fire not to glorify decimation but
to reveal the full potential of destructive creativity. Burri saw fire as equally
regenerating as it is dangerous, and the irreversible effects of its application were the
creative foundation the present work is built upon—the heated plastic transfigured
into variegated forms that revealed the unlimited possibilities of conformation.
Burri’s technique of scorching his enigmatic expanses of plastic results in a
captivating topography of undulating ripples that merge at the edge of large craters,
peeled open to reveal a black and mysterious background. The black matte creates
shadows that proliferate from the manipulated material's peaks and curls, thus
heightening its sculptural properties.
The Combustion paintings explore life’s inevitable wear and tear. They are not a
metaphor for the relentless flow of existence, but an energy, a gesture of symbolic
value that would reach its apex with the Cretti series that occupied his artistic
attention from the 1970s and onwards. As James Johnson Sweeney writes: "Burri
transforms rags into a human metaphor of flesh and blood, he infuses new life into
the inanimate materials he employs, causing them to live and bleed; thus he heals

the wounds with the same evocative capacity and sensitivity with which has pierced
them before...the image evoked is that of human flesh, the artist as a surgeon”.
Burri’s works are both incredibly grounded and incredibly transcendent: on the one
hand, they take elements from the real world—from the landscape of our
existence—and show them in their own right while simultaneously eschewing any
sense of representation. “Impassable and evasive in its liquid solidity, in the
glossiness that always calls into question the form, the matter emerges from the relief,
from the clot, from the crater open wide on the hardened magma, while the light –
after the fire that has burned – becomes the main vehicle of the image, “matter” of
the matter itself” (G. Serafni, in Burri, Milan, 1999, p. 193).
Similar works to Combustione (Combustion) can be found in museum collections
around the world, including Bianco B (White B), 1965 in The Solomon R.
Guggenheim Museum, New York, and Black Plastic, 1963 in The Museum of
Modern Art, New York.
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